DecoFire® is Bond’s patented firebowl that provides your outdoor area with light and ambiance. Using clean-burning fuel like cedar and citronella oil, DecoFire® firebowls burn for hours, drive away pesky insects, cast light and warmth and improve your outdoor experience. Each DecoFire® firebowl has a removable fuel canister that is easy to refill, a base that is simple to maintain and can be made to match any outdoor decor!
Eco-friendly fuel options such as citronella and cedar oil help keep mosquitoes, flies, and any pheromone driven insect away without toxic effects. Our clean-burning fuel types are proudly made in the U.S.A.

DecoFire® is easy to light and lasts for hours without having to refuel. The torch canisters can be removed easily to fill with Island Lights® brand fuel.

Make an outdoor experience special with light and ambiance. DecoFire® firebowls have beautifully designed steel, ceramic, or Envirostone® bases with patented ProCoat® oil based paint for long-lasting beauty over the years.

Highlight attractive garden features or light outdoor parties and events. DecoFire® lights your outdoor space in unique ways while providing an environment that keeps flying insects away.
Envirostone® is fireproof and heat resistant. It can withstand extreme temperatures produced by any of our heating products.

The texture, coloring and molds of our Envirostone® surfaces have been perfected to completely emulate natural materials found in nature.

Envirostone® is light in weight, making it easier to maneuver and is lower in production costs.

Caring for an Envirostone® surface is much simpler than cleaning and protecting a natural wood or stone product.
ProCoat® is our patented sealing process. This groundbreaking coating delivers 5X the adhesion of other coatings and 7X the UV protection. The proprietary coating process was co-developed in partnership with Valspar®, who specializes in ultra-durable coatings for construction equipment and vehicles. ProCoat® is specially formulated to create an extremely strong bond with magnesium oxide: what makes this process different is not only its superior coating results, but also its flawless application process.
Patented DecoFire®
WIDEFLAME canister

- Stainless steel removable oil canister
- Easy to refill without disassembly
- Extra large fiberglass wick has a 1" diameter
Produces a flame 300% larger than typical torch canisters

Envirostone® DecoFire® pieces withstand UV rays and high temperatures and their lightweight construction makes them easy to move around your outdoor area. Envirostone® can be fashioned into any color, texture, or mold!

Adria DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y7051 - 6" Diameter x 6" H
- Smooth and simple Envirostone® base in neutral tone matches any setting
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Taila DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y7052 - 6" Diameter x 6" H
- Durable Envirostone® base with geometric embossed pattern
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Mirad DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y7053 - 6" Diameter x 6" H
- Smooth and simple Envirostone® base in neutral tone matches any setting
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Odra DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y7054 - 7" Diameter x 4" H
- Modern urn style Envirostone® construction
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Lika DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y7055 - 7" Diameter x 4" H
- Modern urn style Envirostone® construction
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Corant DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y7056 - 6" Diameter x 4" H
- Faux concrete Envirostone® base with metal accent rim
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included
Mirna DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y7057 - 6” Diameter x 4” H
・ Faux concrete Envirostone® base with embossed geometric pattern
・ 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
・ Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
・ Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Elm DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y7061 - 5.5” L x 5.5” W x 5” H
・ Durable Envirostone® base with natural embossed tree bark pattern
・ 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
・ Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
・ Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Willow DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y7062 - 6” Diameter x 6” H
・ Durable Envirostone® base with all over natural wood grain pattern
・ 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
・ Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
・ Stainless steel snuffer cap included
Vespa DecoFire®
SMALL TABLETOP FIREBOWL
#Y2981 - 5" Diameter x 6" H
- Modern silhouette with protective glass shields
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Vespa DecoFire®
ROUND TABLETOP FIREBOWL
#Y2979 - 10.4" Diameter x 8.07" H
- Modern silhouette with protective glass shields
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 20 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included
Vespa DecoFire®
SQUARE TABLETOP FIREBOWL
#Y2980 - 10" L x 10" W x 8.07" H
• Modern silhouette with protective glass shields
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
• Comes with 20 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
• Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Vespa DecoFire®
RECTANGLE TABLETOP FIREBOWL
#Y2982 - 18" L x 6" W x 9" H
• Modern silhouette with protective glass shields
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
• Comes beautiful LavaGlass® beads
• Stainless steel snuffer cap included

vespa COLLECTION
Inspired by dark sleek metal and Italian design, a streamlined Envirostone® frame and sleek glass flame shields make the Vespa Collection a perfect complementary piece for modern furniture and metal accented spaces.
Metallic DecoFire® ROUND TABLETOP FIREBOWL
#Y7063 - 6” Diameter x 4” H
- Faux concrete Envirostone® base with metallic accent
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Metallic DecoFire® ROUND TABLETOP FIREBOWL
#Y7064 - 9” Diameter x 8” H
- Faux concrete Envirostone® base with protective glass shield and metallic accent
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 20 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included

lustre COLLECTION

Metallic, meet minimalism.
A metallic glaze finish over durable faux concrete Envirostone® adds a touch of sparkle to the simple and durable forms of the Lustre Collection, for a combination that's both elegant and bright.
Metallic DecoFire®
RECTANGLE TABLETOP FIREBOWL
#Y7065 - 17.72" L x 5.9" W x 4.92" H
- Faux concrete Envirostone® base with metallic accent
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included
estrella COLLECTION

A cut above the rest.
Made of decorative ceramic with a cut-out pattern, the Estrella Collection complements both modern and rustic exterior decor while outlasting the elements.

Estrella DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y2686 - 7.28" Diameter x 6.3" H
• Decorative ceramic body with protective glass shield
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
• Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
• Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Estrella DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y2687 - 9.5" Diameter x 8.6" H
• Decorative ceramic body with protective glass shield
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
• Comes with 20 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
• Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Estrella DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y2688 - 7.08" Diameter x 12.2" H
• Decorative ceramic body with protective glass shield
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
• Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
• Stainless steel snuffer cap included
A fine groove pattern on matte black ceramic makes the Trestle Collection sleek and attractive, but not overly modern. Combine with sophisticated or rustic decor elements to dress it up or down either way.

Trestle DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y2676 - 7.08” Diameter x 12.2” H
• Decorative ceramic body with protective glass shield
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
• Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
• Stainless steel snuffer cap included
Trestle DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y2674 - 7.28” Diameter x 6.3” H
- Decorative ceramic body with protective glass shield
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 10 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Trestle DecoFire®
TABLETOP TORCH
#Y2675 - 9.5” Diameter x 8.6” H
- Decorative ceramic body with protective glass shield
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
- Comes with 20 oz. of beautiful LavaGlass® beads
- Stainless steel snuffer cap included
The light, neutral tones and distressed finish on the slim shape of the Kendall Collection makes these pieces a perfect accent to any outdoor styling, from country to nautical and in between.
What’s old is new again. Inspired by pottery carvings, the Bancroft Collection is subtly embellished with an embossed pattern around the top of the sturdy ceramic base.
Nautical meets contemporary with the Breezy DecoFire® Collection. Large glass panels reveal a glowing flame and shutter style steel slats give a maritime flair.

**Breezy Collection**

**Full Sail DecoFire® TABLETOP LANTERN**
- GREY - #Y2896
- BLACK - #Y2899
- 6.89" L x 7.28" W x 16.93" H
  - Decorative slatted steel frame with protective glass shields
  - 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
  - Stainless steel snuffer cap included

**Full Sail DecoFire® TABLETOP LANTERN**
- GREY - #Y2897
- BLACK - #Y2900
- 6.89" L x 7.28" W x 12.99" H
  - Decorative slatted steel frame with protective glass shields
  - 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
  - Stainless steel snuffer cap included

**Full Sail DecoFire® TABLETOP LANTERN**
- GREY - #Y2898
- BLACK - #Y2901
- 8.66" L x 8.27" W x 10.63" H
  - Decorative slatted steel frame with protective glass shields
  - 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
  - Stainless steel snuffer cap included
Breezy DecoFire® TABLETOP LANTERN
GREY- #Y2892
BLACK- #Y2895
8.66" L x 8.27" W x 10.63" H
• Decorative slatted steel frame with protective glass shields
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
• Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Breezy DecoFire® TABLETOP LANTERN
GREY- #Y2891
BLACK- #Y2894
6.89" L x 7.28" W x 12.99" H
• Decorative slatted steel frame with protective glass shields
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
• Stainless steel snuffer cap included

Breezy DecoFire® TABLETOP LANTERN
GREY- #Y2890
BLACK- #Y2893
6.89" L x 7.28" W x 16.93" H
• Decorative slatted steel frame with protective glass shields
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
• Stainless steel snuffer cap included

full sail COLLECTION
A clear winner.
Large glass panes and a simple stainless steel design let light shine on surroundings of any style.
marin COLLECTION

A modern and stream-lined torch collection that can be mixed and matched by size and form to fit your lighting and decor needs.

3' Marin DecoFire® METAL COLUMN
#Y2880 - 9.06" Diameter x 35.98" H
- Powder coated steel body
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame

4' Marin DecoFire® METAL COLUMN
#Y2881 - 9.06" Diameter x 47.99" H
- Powder coated steel body
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame

5' Marin DecoFire® METAL COLUMN
#Y2882 - 9.06" Diameter x 60.04" H
- Powder coated steel body
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame

5' Marin DecoFire® METAL TORCH
#Y2887 - 3.94" Diameter x 60.24" H
- Powder coated steel body
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame

Marin DecoFire® METAL TABLETOP TORCH
#Y2886 - 9.06" Diameter x 16.14" H
- Powder coated steel body
- 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame
Marco Isle DecoFire® Collection

An updated form of the marini, sleek and discreet powder coated steel adds illumination without stealing the show.

3' Marco Isle DecoFire®
METAL COLUMN
#Y2883 - 9.06" Diameter x 35.98" H
• Powder coated steel body
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame

4' Marco Isle DecoFire®
METAL COLUMN
#Y2884 - 9.06" Diameter x 47.99" H
• Powder coated steel body
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame

5' Marco Isle DecoFire®
METAL COLUMN
#Y2885 - 9.06" Diameter x 60.04" H
• Powder coated steel body
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame

Marco Isle DecoFire®
METAL TABLETOP TORCH
#Y2888 - 9.06" Diameter x 16.14" H
• Powder coated steel body
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame

5' Marco Isle DecoFire®
METAL TORCH
#Y2889 - 3.94" Diameter x 60.24" H
• Powder coated steel body
• 5 oz. wide flame wick canister provides lustrous flame